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~Singing In the Rain' 
is among the paintings on display 
at Grasselli Gallery's new show. 
ENTERTAINMENT P. 10 
Happy Valentine's 
Day! 
Carroll hoopsters 
stay on track for a third con· 
secutive PAC crown 
SPORTSP. 12 
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One steps up, one steps down 
Candidates shuffle as SU nominations close 
by Thrrence LaBant, 
Staff Reporter 
Major nomination s hift s 
wore the focus of last Thcs-
day's Student Union meeting 
as two candidates dec lined 
their nominations. 
Amit Bagaria declined his 
nomination for president and 
stepped down as one of the 
two early candidates for that 
position. 
"I had to choose between 
what 1 wanted to do and what 
I had to do. and I fell that I 
would not be able to give 110 
percent to the job as I would 
have liked to," Bagaria said. 
Joe Runyak, nominated last 
wQek !or the offlce of vice 
president. declined the nomi-
nation. He was nominated for 
the office of president Thes-
day and decided to accept 
that nominahon instead. 
Ranyok said. "I feel that I 
can do more for the John Car-
roll community and for John 
Carroll students as president 
than as vice-president." 
Ranyak is active in com-
muter affairs, but added, 
"Don't think of me as a com-
muter candidate, just think of 
me as a candidate." 
)ames Pietrowski was also 
nominated for the office of 
president. Pietrows ki has 
been involved with the debate 
team for the past three years. 
He himself noted his ''inex-
perience" in internal Student 
Union affairs. 
"1 see my inexperience 
more as an asset than as a 
liability,'' Pietrowski said. "I 
think of myself as new blood 
to make ttie Student Union 
what il should be." He a lso 
stated that he will be ve ry 
willing to speak to the 
students directly. 
Mall Caiazza accepted his 
nomination for the presiden-
cy. Caiazza expressed his 
goal of having voting student 
representation on the Board 
of 1rustees. in order to repre-
sent the students on issues 
such as tuition increases. 
"I also plan on setting up 
specific office hours for each 
of the executive offices so 
that students can more easi-
ly approach the officers," 
Caiazza said. 
Brian Donovan was 
nominated for the office of 
vice-president and will op-
pose John Frendo. who ac-
cepted his nomination for that 
office. 
Steve Shamrock and Petor 
~mC:tyda \.,·e1 ~ both nom mated 
for the office of· treasurer. 
Michelle McNultv remained 
unopposed as a candidate for 
chief justice. Amy Finke is 
r unning unopposed for 
secretary. 
Commencement speaker search continues 
by Terrence LaBant, 
Staff Reporter 
With 107 days left until graduation. John 
Carroll's senior class is without a commence-
lrlent speaker for its May ceremony. 
The Commencement Speaker Selection Com-
mittee began its formal search by writing let-
ters to potential speakers in September of last 
year. but bas been unable to yet gain an af-
firmative response. 
At least a half-dozen candidates have been 
contacted so far. according to John Slagter, 
senior class president. Among these have been 
Senator John Glenn. newscaster Charles 
Kuralt. and poet Richard Wilbur. All can-
didates have declined their invitations. Three 
Rev. Donald W. Smythe, S.J. 1927-1988. 
other possible candidates are currently being 
contacted. Slagter said. 
Jamie Megeath, vice president of the senior 
class. noted how difficult the selection process 
can be. 
"The selection process is a long one." said 
Megeath. "The committee itself can only con-
tact one possible candidate at a time because 
if two arc contacted at once and they both ac-
cept their invitations, a serious problem would 
present itself. 
"From the time a letter is drafted to the time 
a response is received takes about four to six 
weeks, " Megeath added. ''Therefore, it lakes 
quite a while before the next candidate can 
even be contacted." 
History professor dies 
Rev. Donald W. Smythe, S.}., history pro· 
fessor and award-winning biographer. died of 
cancer last Friday. He was 60. 
Smythe began teaching at Carroll in 1966. 
In 1978 he was named the recipient of the 
Distinguished Faculty Award. 
Smythe was active with the campus ministry 
program. leading prayer groups and directing 
retreats. 
In 1973. Smythe published the first of a two-
volume biography of General John J. Pershing. 
after 25 years of research. It won tho Martha 
Kinney Cooper Prize Ohioans Library Assoc-
iation Prize for Biography. 
STUDENT UNION PRIMARIES 
VOTING SCHEDULE 
Monday Februacy 15 and Tuesday February 16 
9 a.m:ll a.m. Science Ctr. 
11 a.m:l p.m. Atrium 
1 p.m:4.30 p.m. Basement 
AD Bldg. 
4:30 a.rn,6 p.m. Atrium 
6 p.m:9 p.m. library 
Future Blue Streak Danny Juhola, nephew o£ JCU basketball 
player Andy Juhola. shows off his dribbling skills during 
halftime of a recent game. - photo by Mark Ziemba 
New grad program 
set for approval 
by Missy Messina demanded market area and 
establishes good cross-
The Committee on disciplinary studies." 
Academic Policy held its "The program's target 
second set of open hearings population is the non-tradi-
on the proposal for a lional student." explained Dr. 
graduate program in the Sally Wertheim. dean of the 
humanities last week. These Graduate School." This pro-
were the last hearings held gram is not intended to train 
before the proposal comes to vocationally. but to broaden 
a vole in the Faculty Forum. one's horizons." 
"I do not see a problem with If the program is approved 
the program's approval." by the Faculty Forum, it will 
stated Dr. john Spencer, be presented to Rev. Thomas 
chairman of the Committee on P. O'Mulley. S.J .. University 
Academic Policy. "The President. With O'Malley's 
graduate program in the approval. the program will be 
Humanities satisfies a put into effect next fall. 
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Rest in peace 
Rev. Donald W. Smythe. S.J., a fixture on the John Carroll 
University campus since his arrival as a professor here in 
1966. is going to be dearly missed. 
Fr. Smythe passed away last Friday, eight years after hav-
ing been diagnosed as having the cancer which ultimately 
proved fatal. 
Though it is a phrase which sometimes seems to lose its 
meaning because it is applied to so many people, Fr. Smythe 
truly was a loving and caring man. He was a man who put 
his whole heart into everything he did- teaching, researching 
and writing his books on Pershing, and. perhaps most impor-
tan tly, hjs everyday relations with people at JCU. 
No doubt the foremost military historian John Carroll 
University has ever known , Fr. Smythe built from his studies 
a great appreciation of the value of peace in our world. His 
studies also made hlm uniquely capable to articulate his ideas 
on peace and social justice to others. 
John Carroll University has lost a fine priest and teacher. 
The world has lost a fine man. 
Fr. Donald W. Smythe, rest in peace. 
Wby vote? 
The excuses abound. 
"It's not my problem," you might say. "The Student Union 
doesn't do anything for me." 
"All they do is show movies." you might think, "and put 
in a new machine in the game room every now and then." 
"My vote doesn't matter," you might grumble. "It won't 
change anything." 
"I don't know any of the candidates." you might plead. "so 
why vote?" 
The Studen t Union is the John Carroll student government. 
It is run the by students and fo r the students. Ever y studen t, 
graduate or undergraduate, on-campus or commuter. full-time 
or part·\We, ia a me•ber of the UDion. So why vote? 
udent organizations report to the Union. So why vole? 
The SU organizes and sponsors not onJy the movie schedule, 
but also concerts and other special events. So why vote? 
As a member of the Student Union, each student should 
have a t least a minimal grasp of wha t is happening at John 
Carroll. Take that knowledge and build on it. Make it a point 
to find out about the candidates and learn more about the of-
fices they are running fo r . 
Why vote? Why not let the student government be? Why 
nol keep up the status quo? 
Why? Because you just might make the difference. 
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Letters to th~ Editor 
Broken rims 
Dear Sir. 
1 am writing to you about 
the poor organization of the 
intramural basketball pro-
gram. 
When my team and I show-
ed up to play our first game, 
we found out that all games 
-
FORUM 
ARTICLES 
POLICY 
The Carroll Nev;s accepts 
forum articles dealing with 
campus, national, or inter· 
national issues. Such arti· 
cles should be approxi· 
mately 500 words long, 
typed, double·spaced, and 
bear the author's name. 
signature and telephone 
nwnber. Deadline is Sunday 
preceding date of next publl· 
cation. Forum articles are 
selected for publication on 
the basis of quality of writing 
and space availability. 
were cancelled for the first 
two days due to broken rims 
in the gym. These rims have 
been broken for two weeks. I 
cannot understood why it 
takes two weeks to replace 
three basketball rims and 
why the intra murol programs 
didn't put the courts in play-
ing condition in limo for the 
season. To me this mokes no 
sense. 
After two dnys of the 
cancelled season. the rims 
were repaired and the season 
was ready to start. Mv team 
was scheduled to play and we 
showed up again to play in the 
old gym - onl}· to find out 
that our game wns cancelled 
again due to more lack of 
utters 
Policy 
The Carroll News en-
courages reader response 
and welcomes letters to the 
editor. Letters must be typed, 
double-spaced and bear the 
author's signature and tele-
phone number. Deadline for 
receiving letters is 12 noon 
Monday for publication in 
next issue. 
maintenance on one court. 
For some reason the back-
board would not come down 
or the rim was broken. I don't 
know what the reason was, 
but I do knov.· that it should 
have been fixed. 
There my team ond many 
other tcnms sal in anger. sick 
and tired of showing up for 
games only to find out that the 
intramurnl program coor-
dinators had cancelled them 
due to their irresponsibleness 
in makjng sure the courts 
were in plaving condition. 
As I watched the other 
teams play on the other 
courts, 1 saw that many of the 
rims in the old gyrn have torn 
nets. They should have full 
nets. Each student pays close 
to $1100 per year and a sim-
ple intramural program can-
not be run properly due to 
poor facilities! 
I believe that some sort of 
action should be taken so that 
the facilities are maintained 
properly and promptly in the 
future, and so we do not have 
such an unorganized in-
tramura l p rogram. 
Darryl Joe, 
sophomor e 
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Black History Month 
Cleveland surgeon helped foster civil rights 
by Eleanor L. Peck 
Dr. Kenneth W. Clement, 
1920-1974, had a multi-
faceted career as a surgeon. 
scholar. community leader 
and politician. He was a na-
tional spokesman for Medi-
care and civil rights legisla-
tion and managed the cam-
paign that led to the election 
of America's first black big-
city mayor. Cleveland's Carl 
B. Stokes. 
Clement was president and 
valedictorian of Centrallligh 
School's class of 1938. He 
graduated from Oberlin Col-
lege in 1942 and from 
Howard University Medical 
School in 1945. He was a 
surgeon at several Cleveland 
hospitals, wrote many 
medical articles, and served 
on the Cuyahoga County 
Hospital Board. 
As president of the National 
Medical Association in 1963 
and 1964, Clement actively 
supported Medicare and civil 
rights legisla lion and lobbying 
and testified before congres-
sional committees. 
He was Stokes' campaign 
manager in an unsuccessful 
1965 bid for mayor and again 
in 1967's successful effort. 
For a short lime, Clement was 
a $1-a-year adviser to the new 
mayor. He was a vice chair-
man of the Cuyahoga County 
Democratic Party, but lost in 
a 1970 Democratic primary 
for a senate seat. 
Clement was appointed by 
President John F. Kennedy to 
the National Social Security 
Advisory Council. President 
Lyndon B. Johnson appointed 
him to the Hospital Insurance 
Benefits Advisory Council to 
an appeals board of the Selec-
tive Service System. Despite 
his latter role, and an earlier 
Air Force career, he spoke 
out against the draft and t)le 
Vietnam War. He complained 
that the nation spent $400 per 
person annually on the 
military and $13 on health 
care. 
During the '60s Clement told 
a reporter that he remem-
bered a time when Cleveland 
was a pace-setter in race 
relations. 
"We in Cleveland were first 
to swap pulpits and to eat 
together," he said. "The trou-
ble is we stopped there.·' 
He said he viewed politics 
as a means to fight prejudices 
and make changes. 
Clement was an intergra-
tionist but separated himself 
from more militant blacks of 
the 1960s. He praised the 
1963 picketing of Cleveland 
Clinic. saying it was long over-
due in light of alleged dis-
crimination. But he later op-
posed picketing designed to 
force the sale of four 
McDonald's Restaurants to 
blacks. 
Dr. Kenneth W. Clement's 
work in the pursuit of achiev-
ing a society based on racial 
equality can serve as an in-
spiration to all citizens today, 
be they black or white. 
Soviets haven't changed, U.S. should be wary of treaty 
by John Raimondi 
President Reagan made a serious 
mistake two months ago when he sign-
ed the Intermediate-range Nuclear 
Forces Treaty with the Soviet Union. 
His mistake is not that he wants world 
peace but that he has fallen into a 
trust with the Soviets. 
The Soviet Union has violated every 
major treaty signed with the United 
States and there is no indication that 
the Soviets would suddenly, a fter 70 
years of lies and deception, decide 
now to honor an agreement. 
The INF Treaty will place Europe 
in a vacuum of uncertainty, because 
the removal of Pershing missiles 
removes the West's strongest deterent 
to war on the European continent and 
further exposes Western Europe to 
the massive Soviet conventional army. 
It is time to stop and think about 
why the Soviets were willing to deal 
with the U.S. now, when for seven 
years they were unwilling to make any 
agreements and repeatedly left the 
arms control negotiations in Geneva. 
The Soviets agreed to the INF 
'The INF Treaty will place Europe in a vacuum of 
uncertainty, because the removal of Pershing missiles 
removes the West's strongest deterent to war on the 
European continent.' 
Treaty only because they cannot con-
tinue to match us militarily on our 
scale. The reason is not because Gor-
bachev is interested in promoting 
world peace and unity. With the 
United States militarily s trong again 
and willing to challenge Soviet aaras-' 
sion in Third World nations, Gor-
bachev realizes that continued Soviet 
aggression in the Third World will not 
prove fruitful. 
It is important for Reagan to wait 
before signing any further agreements 
with the Soviet Union. He should wait 
until the Soviets show some real signs 
of interest in peace. If Gorbachev is 
really interested in peace. then be will 
withdraw the 6.3 million troops of the 
Warsaw Pact from the borders of 
Western Europe or the 8.2 million 
troops in the Warsaw Pact reserve 
units. If Gorbachev is really interested 
in peace and glasnost is not e farce, 
he will withdraw the 52,000 tanks, 
37,000 artillery pieces, 1,630 armed 
helicopters, and 7,9d63 combat air-
craft which are sta tioned in Eastern 
Europe. 
If Gorbachev is reaDy interested in 
peace, he will not hesitate to make 
some vital changes in the rights of the 
Soviet people themselves. The plight 
of the Jews in the Soviet Union is an 
excellent example of the way Mr. Gor-
bachev has deceived the West. Even 
when Gorbachev was answering 
questions at December's summit. he 
refused to answer any questions 
regarding the status of Soviet Jews. 
Let us not forget the spirit of friend-
ship after World War ll in which 
Americans thought that Stalin was a 
reasonable man who could be trusted. 
History has shown that the false ex-
pectations of the Stalin era can be 
repeated. It is our own ignorance lo 
be fooled by Gorbachev's smiles and 
jokes and not realize what lies behind 
tho man who has captivated the West 
by offering a few token improvements. 
It is of vital importance to remember 
the words of Nikita Khruscbev who 
announced the Soviet final victory -
the burying of the West. 
The statemenl is often made that 
one cannot trust communists. T his 
s~~tement is incorrect because com-
mUnists always work ror the ac-
complishment of their goal - which is 
the destruction of the West. One can 
trust communists to continue in their 
path just as one can trust a cancer 
cell to destroy a tissue or a bank rob-
ber to rob a bank. 
The goals of Gorbachev's Soviet 
Union have not changed, it is just the 
means to accomplish these goals 
which have changed. As Nikita 
Krushev said, "Anyone who thinks we 
have forsaken Marxist-Leninism 
deceives himself. That won't happen 
until shrimps learn to whistle." 
News Around the World 
DES MOINES, Feb. 8 - Sen. Bob Dole of 
Kansas finished a solid first in the Iowa 
Republican presidential caucuses. Former 
TV evangelist Pat Robertson scored a sur-
prise second-place finish, which dropped 
Vice President George Bush to a lackluster 
third. 
the situation is reached between the United 
States and the Soviet Union by March 15. 
The withdrawal. which would be linked to 
a cutoff of U.S. aid to Afghan rebels, could 
be completed by March 15, 1989, Gor-
bachev said. 
COLLIG~e liGHTS 
In the Democratic primary, the winner 
was Rep. Richard A. Gephart of Missouri, 
who narrowly edged out Sen. PauJ Simon of 
Winois and Gov. Michael S. Dukakis of 
Massachusetts. Former Sen. Gary Hart of 
Colorado garnered less than one percent of 
the vote. 
The Iowa caucuses are the first step.in 
the series of state primaries leading up to 
the presidential election to be held Nov. 8. 
MOSCOW, Feb. 8 - Soviet leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev announced that pullout 
of Soviet troops from Afghanistan could 
begin May 15, if a political settlement on 
PANAMA, Feb. 7 - The Panamanian 
government recalled its ambassador to the 
United States for "urgent consultations" 
following the indictment of Panamanian 
leader Gen. Manuel Noriega by two Federal 
grand juries in Miami on charges of drug 
trafficking. 
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti, Feb. 7 - Leslie 
Manigat. a 57 -year old former political 
science professor, was sworn in as presi-
dent of Haiti. Manigat was elected Jan. 17 
in elections assailed by many Haitian op-
position leaders as fraudulent. Manigat 
assumed the presidency exactly two years 
after former dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier 
fled the country. 
ARI BIOI! 
EVERY TUESDAY ROCK WITH oannv ooutoer 
a a no 
cedar & Taylor ,, 
321·4(,72 i. \0'' 
\.f.G 
f"f_f. .,.\\~co\. EVIRY IIDNISDA~ 
DANCE TO 
@w.a"' 1059 Old River Rd. 241.0792 
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Global Issues Interview Series 
Direct talks necessary for peace, Israeli envoy says 
Following are excerpts 
from an interview conducted 
Monday with Johanen Bein. 
Israel's deputy-ambassador to 
the United Nations. Am· 
bossodor Bein spoke with CN 
editor Paul Kantz III by 
telephone from tbe Israeli mis-
sion in New York City. 
'No state in the world has the 
obligation to negotiate the way of 
its committing suicide." 
Palestinian protests continue 
Proteats by Palestinian inhabitants of the Israeli-ruled 
WC$t .&nk .of the Jordan ruver and Gaza Strip et>ntinued 
tD flare up this week. as unrest in the area entered 'its third 
month. 
The protesters are seeking to end Israeli control of the 
sO.CaUed Oecypied Terrjtories. Israel gainM possession ot 
the Gaza Strip. located on the Mediterranean between 
Israel and t.b& Sinai P~ninsula, and the West Bank. 
.which Israel refers to by its Bibtical names of Judoa and 
Samaria, a11 an outcome of the Six-Day War of Tun.e\ 1967 . 
kept this problem as a 
political weapon against 
Israel ... 
Carroll News: What is your 
reaction to the protests in the 
West Bank and Gaza? Do they 
surprise you at all? 
)ohanen Bein, Israel's 
deputy-ambassador to the 
UN: No, in a way it surprises 
me that it didn't come earlier, 
I must say. 
You know the background 
of Judea, Samaria, and Gaza. 
We didn't want to be there 
and we do not want to be an 
occupying power. We found 
ourselves in these areas as 
the outcome of the Six-Day 
War of 1967, which was an 
attack on us by several Arab 
countries. 
want to negotiate about 
them.· And the answer. up to 
now, was all the time. 'no, you 
first get out and then we 
negotiate.' which doesn't 
make sense to any reasonable 
person. 
CN: How long do you expect 
the protests to continue? 
Bein: WelL I hope they will 
not continue. You can look at 
the problem as a triangle 
which has an economic prob-
lem on one side. a security 
and military problem on the 
other. but the basis is the 
political problem. 
... The Arab countries do 
not help (the refugees). They 
could solve the refugee prob-
lem with lhe income of oil of 
one week ... 
... The security and military 
problems has to be solved. 
and it can be solved only by 
force. Normal life has to 
return to the areas. The ma-
jority of the people want to 
send their children to school, 
want to go to work. and want 
the shops to be open, but they 
are threatened by the ex-
tremists elements. These we 
have to find and crush, there 
is no other way. 
Israel's military reprisals against the Palestinian 
demonstrators have drawn harsh international ~fiticist;n. 
Mote than 50 Palestinians have been killed h)r Israeli 
aoldiers since Dec. a. Even the United States, traditionally-
a slaunchaUy of Israel. allowed several condemnutions of 
the Israeli response to pass through the United Nations 
Security Council. 
The economic problem can 
be solved ... 
For the mOlllent. Israel has vowed to continue to counter 
fore~ with lbtc:e; 'while the Palestinian protesters. 
.representedcJtiefly by the Ptde~~ Liberation, Org{U:Jjza~ 
!i<>n, say they Will coirtinll& jheir .,§B!lt for •·Hbe;~!tiop,." 
political problem can only be 
solved by direct negotiations. 
Bein: No, I think that the 
response as it is presented in 
the media here is completely 
disproportionate. 
Immediately we said. 'we 
want peace, and we will not 
annex these territories. we 
...(The refugee) problem 
was not solved because 
nobody wants to solve it -
because the Arab countries 
But the basis of the problem 
is a political problem. And the 
CN: Israel's military 
response to the protest has 
come under harsh criticism 
throughout the world. do you 
feel the response is justified? 
We try not to use lethal 
weapons and (the protesters} 
Continued on Page 5 
. 
PLO rep lauds resistance to Israeli occupation 
The lflUowins interview was con· 
ducted last Friday with Zuhdi Terzi, 
the Palestine Uberation Organiza-
tion's observer delegate to the United 
Nations. Mr. Terzi spoke to CN editor 
Paul Kantz III by telephone from the 
PLO mission in New York City. 
Carroll News: What is your reac-
tion to what is currently taking place 
in the occupied territories? 
Zuhdi Terzi, UN Observer of the 
PW: To start with, my reaction is that 
I'm part and parcel of that. I'm a 
Palestinian. I join ranks with my peo-
ple and I think this was inevitable tak-
ing into consideration the 21 years of 
military occupation and denials of all 
rights. So this was rather overdue, but 
we are proud that it has exploded 
now. 
CN: What would you propose as a 
solution to the dispute? 
Terzi: To any dispute one should 
pinpoint the underlying reason. The 
underlying reason in this immediate 
issue is the occupation. So the first 
step is termination of that occupation 
and withdrawal of Israel from those 
territories. 
CN: Do you think there can be a 
solution which would be acceptable to 
both sides? 
Teni: I don't think this should be 
a condition. One side wants to be 
liberated and the other wants to main-
tain occupation and other forms of 
hegemony and dominance. so there 
would be no acceptability. There are 
norms f{)r civilized society and there 
are rules of liberation. If one has to 
put both sides at an equal footing 
there will never be a solution. 
The solution should be a compliance 
with the norms or civilized -society, 
namely that occupation is illegal end 
Zuhdi Terzi, UN observer of the 
PLO. 
should be terminated. 
CN: Do you expect a solution to be 
reached soon? 
Terzi: Well. there are a number of 
prerequisites. For example, there is ' 
international unanimity that Israeli 
occupation of those territories since 
1967 is illegal. So the duty of the in· 
ternational community is to insure 
respect for that. 
In this case, I think the major 
obstacle so far has been the position 
of the government of the United States 
and the government of Israel. 
CN: Would you like to see the United 
Nations take more forceful measures? 
Terzi: Well. the United Nations is 
directly responsible for what's going 
on since ~he General Assembly 
created this problem when it decided 
to partition the country and fragment 
its people. 
The United Nations has a charter 
and a Security Council. Remedies are 
there in the charter and the Security 
Council is duty-bound to find a solu-
tion. So far it is the United States that, 
by resorting to the veto, is obstructing 
'This was rather 
overdue, but we are 
proud that it has ex-
ploded now.' 
the discharge of the responsibilities of 
the UN. But we feel that the United 
Nations is primarily qualified to be 
there because that's its responsibility. 
CN: If the Palestinians were granted 
a fully-autonomous homeland. is the 
PLO prepared to accept the legiti-
macy of Israel and coexist peacefully 
with it? 
Terzi: Well, first. we're not talking 
about autonomy. We're talking about 
an independent state for the Palesti-
nian people. And then it will be the 
Palestinian state that will have to 
decide the future. The Palestinian 
state would have its constituent 
assembly. 
As far as the PLO is concerned. our 
national council has said that we will 
abide by all the resolutions of the UN 
on this issue. We cannot accept any 
selectivity on those positions of the 
United Nations and the charter. So 
when we say that. it means that we 
also will have to accept that the man-
dated Palestine will become two dif-
ferent slates. But recognition of one 
state is the duty and perogative of 
another state. 
But the PLO, as it stands, reaffirms 
its respect and adherence to the 
resolutions. all resolutions, without 
any exceptions. 
CN: The PLO h.as often been 
characterized as a terrorist organiza-
tion. What is the PLO's policy with 
regard to the use of terror~sm as a ~~,-.= 
means of achieving its objectives? 
Terzi: Well, you are sort of confus-
ing words there. There is a unanimous 
position of the international communi-
ty, including the United States of 
course, that the resistance by any 
means to foreign occupation is a 
legitimate act. What the Palestinians 
are doing is resisting the occupation 
of their own country. So thi$ is what 
we call legitimate resistance. 
Of course, legitimate resistance 
might take different shapes. Some of 
them are very violent and I would not 
rule out that some acts are committed 
by individuals - for example there 
are some Palestinians who would go 
to an airport like Vienna and shoot 
people. This is something that the PLO 
has condemned. as we very strongly 
condemn acts like throwing grenades 
at a synogogue like what happened at 
Istanbul. 
But the resistance against occupa-
tion is a legitimate act and as long as 
there is occupation it will continue. 
CN: What is your reaction to the 
coverage of the situation by the media 
in the United States. which now seems 
more sympathetic to the Palestinians? 
Terzi: I would say it is more factual, 
and we really are glad to see lha t 
after 21 years of Israeli oppressive 
measures and occupation ar1d denial 
of rights. that the media in the United 
States and the rest of the world has 
now started to show the real causes 
and the results of such a prolonged oc-
cupation and brutalities by the oc-
cupation power. 
CN: Are you surprised at the 
change? 
Terzi: Well, I was expecting it, and 
I welcome it. 
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Our Gang Too closes; 
Norton's to open on Circle 
by Tim Forrestal 
Norton's Restaurant has an-
nounced plans for a third 
location with the purchase of 
Our Gang Too. located on 
Fairmount Circle. 
During the next few weeks 
renovations will take place 
which will require the closing 
of the establishment. 
The antique-like interior of 
the old Our Gang Too will be 
replaced by the moro modern 
decor of Norton's. Also. the 
menu will be identical to the 
one featured at tho other Nor-
ton's locations. 
"In the heart of the John 
Carroll University campus, at 
the center of the Heights, Nor-
ton's looks forward to a pro-
sperous and supportive rela-
tionship with it's new neigh-
bors ... said Kris Tapie-Fa\. 
the creative director for Nor-
ton's. "We want to come in 
with a bang." 
According to Tapie-Fay. 
John Carroll's new dormitory 
was the deciding factor in 
the purchase of the old Our 
Gang Too. She feels that the 
new dormitory will increase 
enrollment at JCU which. in 
turn, will increase the 
number of mouths to feed. 
"No one can eat cafeteria 
food seven days a week." 
Tapie-Fay said. 
In addition. the new 
restaurant will create JOb op-
portunities for Carroll 
students. she said. 
Alumni Office makes changes 
by Barbara Brown 
The responsibilities of former alumni director Tim 
Freeman have been placed in the hands of a trio of 
newcomers. 
Colonel Peter Bernardo '67, director of alumni relations 
and. currenUy a military science professor. will be in charge 
of the overall alumni program. He will work closely with 
the Alumni Board of Trustees and plan the activities of lhe 
Alumni Association. Bernardo will fill the post June 1. 
Marianne Breen '81. has been assistant to lhe director 
of a lumni re lations since July 1987. She is responsible for 
building support and interest in )CU a lumni clubs 
throughout the country. 
Tim O'CaUahan '82. began his tenure as director of 
alumni reunions on Jan. 11. He will tackle the year-long pro-
ject of organizing class reunions and special events. 
''The major criteria for the job is interest in the school." 
said Bernardo. 
Paul Kantz. who oversees the Alumni Office as vice 
president for development. allowed Bernardo to remain in 
his capacity in the military science department until a 
replacement is found. 
"If I were to leave this position before a replacement 
got here." said Bernardo. " l would be leaving Major Parker. 
Major Crow. and Sergeant Johnson to run a department lhat 
should have three times as many people." 
O'Callahan views alumni reunion activities as 
family-oriented. 
"There is a program for kids ... said O'Callahan, ··so you 
really don't have to see your kids all weekend. Children are 
housed in Pacelli and parents in the remaining nearby dor-
mitories. Everything is done in a first-class way." 
''Alumni is a constantly growing body." said Kantz. 
"The job has grown from servicing 1.500 alumni to 20,000 
in a short period. The success of the alumni program just 
outgrew one person." 
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Our Gang Manager Dave Littman raises a final toast. - photo by Murk Ziemba 
Amnesty International comes to carroll 
by Chris Drajem, 
Entertainment Editor 
The possibility of starting an on-campus 
Amnesty International group was discussed at 
a moeling h~ld T nesdny. Feb. 2. 
Over 50 ~nts atte.oded the staiidins· 
room-only meeting to listen to Daria Caligufre. 
a representative of the Cleveland chapter of 
Amnesty International. who was brought in to 
help organize the campus group. 
Caliguire explained the basic theory behind 
Amnesty. a world wide fact-finding organiza-
tion which promotes human rights and works 
through grassroots participation to help to free 
prisoners of conscience. She defined prisoners 
of conscience as people who are imprisoned 
onl)' because of their race. creed. color. 
religious affiliation or political beliefs. 
The campus group would meet once or twice 
a month. Members would discuss issues and 
current events published in Student Action, a 
newsletter dealing with human rights publish-
ed by Amnesty specifically for college groups. 
Students would a lso write letters on behalf 
of prisoners of conscience or in protest of 
human rights violations in nations outside of 
the United States. 
"Amnesty wor ks on the principal of letter 
writing." Caliguire said. "It is hard to believe 
that any grea t achievements con come out of 
such a simpLe action. But when thousands of 
letters roach a government official or police 
chief. they tend to sit up and take notice." 
lf the cnmpus group tukos t·ool. il will join 
ll other conununity oml church groups it\ tho 
C!iY81and rea . Case W88lem Reterve 
University is the only other area college which 
has its own group. 
McNally memorial 
scholarship started 
A memorial scholarship fund bas been 
established at JCU in the nome of RichardT. 
McNally. the University's development office 
has announced. 
McNally. who had been JCU's dean of 
students. died suddenly of a heart attack on 
Jan. 19. 
Donations to the Richard T. McNally 
Scholarship Fund, which was established by 
McNally's family and friends, will be invested 
with the University's endowed funds. The in-
come each year will be a part of the Universi-
ty's scholar1ships to be awarded to qualified 
students. 
Tax-deductible donations may be made to 
the fund through the development office. 
Direct talks necessary for peace (Con tinU(!d From Page 4) 
know the orders of our 
solders. Yet they actually ap-
proach them with stones and 
slingshots. You know sling-
shots are lethal weapons -
David killed Goliath with a 
slingshot. 
We try to use tear gas and 
rubber bullets. but when 
there is danger to our soldiers 
lives. there is no other way 
but to shoot ... 
CN: Tho U.S. mediR seems 
less sympathetic to Israel 
than in tho past. What do you 
think bas brought about the 
change? 
Bein: I don't think there is a 
change. l think it is sym-
pathetic to Israel, but it's a 
media that is very much 
aware of human rights. and 
we are very proud of this. 
because we are the ones who 
are caring for human rights. 
Our problem is that we are 
a democracy; in the sea of 
countries around us not one is 
a true democracy. The coun-
try's open. everybody can go 
everywhere. take pictures of 
everything. and I think that 
your media people see Israel 
as a true friend ... 
CN: The Palestinians have 
asked for an independent 
state. Do you think that they 
would agree to recognize the 
legitimacy of Israel? 
Bein: Well. there definitely 
is a great number who think 
that we have to find a way to 
live together. But as long as 
the PLO daims to be the 
represontRiive of the Palesti-
nians, there's no hope be-
cause the PLO does not rea l-
ly represent the peoplein the 
area ... 
... They claim, and soy com-
pletely openly. that the stole 
of Israel is null and void, th.u t 
it does not have any right to 
exist. Now no state in the 
world, I think, has the oblige· 
lion to negotiate the wny of its 
committing suicide, and tlwt 
is what the PLO wants. 
CN: What is your reactiqn 
to the actions lnken bv the u~ 
recently condemning Israel. 
Bein: The UN, I think, acts 
in a completely counter-
productive way. because it 
leads towards the imposition 
of solutions on Israel. 
CN: Do you think Israel wiU 
be willing to negotiate 
autonomy for the occupied 
territories in the near future? 
Bein: Yes. I think !hat 
autonomy is one of the solu-
tions. an interim solution that 
would bring about a solution 
for the future. 
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Chris F ·You are a very special per-
son and a dear friend. Happy Valen· 
tine Day - LUV Paul R 
To Anne Marie Fraser, I'd like to take 
advantage of this special day to let 
you know . that you a re very s pecia l 
to me. Every dey with you is Valen-
tine's Day. Love. Bruce 
Terry. Thank you for being my 
special Va lenllne and for being such 
a special pa rt of my life. Ha ppy 
Valentine's Day Sweethear t. All my 
love , Pam 
Ha ppy V-Oay Michael. you'll forever 
be in my heart! Lots of love· Hila r y 
MCK- Love sought is good. but given 
unsought is b atter - BLB 
Pumpkin-head loves his Bunny· Hap-
PY Va lentines Day!! ! 
Goofy • After six vears ... my heart 
still pounds for you!!' Love DEB 
Nick. Roses a re red. Sagn is mush. 
you look a lot better after I've had a 
Busch. Ju l _____ _ 
Ala mla Bannana. con Tanto affelto 
Buon S~ V_!!.lentino • Marlyn 
Piglet. Happy Anniversar y! I Love 
you' Pooh 
Dear Pookoy · This message repr e-
sents A huge fi nAncia l commitment . 
so please be my Valentine. Love. 
Spike 
Carl · [f 1 didn' tlove va ... would we 
still ha ve had black coffee you know 
where? Love. Ka ra 
Hey Baby! Be my valentine. Love. BIG 
GUY! p.s . now about that ride home? 
Can l give you a clue? Berger is a Big-
gio! Just kidding. Happy Valentine 's 
Day Jim! 
Ed · Let it be known- I love you!!! your 
little alligator 
To Am-Bear. If on this Valentine's 
Day I could be anything else ror you, 
l'd be the water m your bath. Love 
Christopher. 
To "The man thai's deeply in love 
with me ... The mystery has ove rcome 
my will to wait -1 want to meet you! 
The one with emerald eyes 
Tim. Mike and Ignacio. Thanks for 
everything. Happy Valentines Day. 
Love Carol 
To Nancy. you are the greatest room-
mate! Happy Valentine's Day! 
Kr is. Bitch, you lert us. we still WUV 
YOU. 2nd Floor 
Nick· Tight leather pants. a bottle of 
[)Qm Porignon. 12:00 midnight, and a 
regins fire. Gel the point?! -
jean-Michel 
To Horse and Cruiser - The Score 
Queens. Happy VO Day! - J.W.F. 
Carll, 1 wish you were here to read 
this. I love you. • Pep 
Erin O'Donnell- I am massively ln 
Love with you! Andi 
Piglet and Franc. When is my next 
back rub. Love and Happy VO Me 
Hey Stubble! Can I shave you again?! 
Love curly cupid 
Jeff Klatt · thanks for last Saturday 
Night. You were great. Love you Sally 
Michael • To a special friend. not 
easily forgot ten. but easily found 
through a stronger relationship. Love. 
Rita 
EJR -steak dinners. yellow rice. Or. 
Pepper. Chewing ice. Sparky. Jaws. 
Playing ping-pong, Practical jokes all 
day long. "Fletch" the movie. Fletch 
the fish - is 11 any wonder I couldn't 
resist? Happy Valentine's day. BAO 
Antonio 0. · My long-haired Hallen 
Loverboy. Tell me again how much 
you love mel You'll always be my 
Forever Love because I'm totally 
caught up in the Rapture lof you)! 
You're still a thrill and definitely cer-
tified True. T'amol! - )ackee C. 
Happy Valentines Day LI'L PEE! Mills 
~ou and love you. Chri~ 
Sniffles. I LOVE YOU!!!_ ~otatoe ~hip 
To Murphy 4-West. Thanks for baing 
so special. I love you. Sue 
Jaclcee C. - My not chocolate and 
Brown Sugar Lady. They say l<lve is 
[or suckers, butt can't help loving a 
Hot thanglike you! Let 's makeillast 
forever because I'm never gonna give 
you up! Baby Be Min e!! - Antonio D. 
Stephen. Thanks for finding my glass 
s lipper . 1 love you. Cinderelli 
I love your body! Not to mention the 
things that count. IPS 
Buddy - r couldn 't ask for a more 
lovable Valentine! Love you always 
Laure 
Bernie. It's a good thing Dave dirln't 
sec those pictures! Oryver & Sc rodge 
Th The Rock · George Michael says " I 
want 10~r sex" -love. your CN friends 
B_!2!an. je l'aime beaucoup. Ann 
Love & Kisses to DANA (and the girls) 
Love Paul 
-----------
Yo Agnes! Let's go to Boliva ff>r 
Valentine's Day! Love. Joe & Joe Kelly 
We "DREAM" about you. J. Ulndes 
and M. Case' Love T2 and A.D. 
ODD. Send money. We love you! Mom 
and Dad 
ODD. Rose are Red. Violets a re Blue. 
We love you on Valentine's Dav Tool 
Buddy. Dick. Mark. Ric. Andums. 
Marty. Wayne. Greg. and Dinger 
(Our Dolen Boys) "We na ven 't lost 
that Iovin ' feeling for you!" Ha ppy 
Valentine's Day! Love . Laura . Kathy. 
Maure . Trish. Gina and Anna (Your 
Murphy Girls) 
Dear Mei, I Love you. Your son Mike. 
E.M Our ten kids: behind the wheel 
of our Wagoneer. I. 
Geek, Love you and miss the good 
limes. Dude 
Dear Bito. !love your body- I want 
il at the d;,snce. Hansen 
----
Dearest Files. HAPPY VALENTINE'S 
OA Y. PARTY. PARTY. PARTY ... 
Love. The Lillie Sisters 
----
Ivan -You make me crazy! You are 
man! Love· Natasha 
To my STUJJ.MUFFIN • Thanks for 
making my las t two yea rs at JCU 
memorRble. HUO Love you. B_. _ _ 
A.D. and Martha - Thanks for the 
awesome 4 years at JCU. Happv 
Valentine's Day. Love, Ber~ 
Murphy 3W. Thanks for being our 
friends. We love you. Ka te & Lor 
Misha. for aU the visits just to say' 
" hi" - they mean a lot to me. Gar y 
CUPID 
ODD. Rudy wants to run his tongue 
all over your face. 
ODD. Happy Valentine's Day. I miss 
you. ACE 
DeSIUle, DOD's parents say hi to yous 
guys. 
DOD. Boy do I have a secret for you! 
xo 
Gritzly Dear. I'm glad you're 
somewhat lame! Lots of love - Your 
Lit tie Viking 
To aU tho nice, good-looking. unat-
tached males at JCU: where are you 
hiding? From H.L. & L.K. 
Deer Mark. a very HAPPY BIRTH· 
DAY! Dex. Steve, john, Apollo, Fletch. 
Barn. Todd. Randy. Diane. Bernie. 
Trish. Kate. Chris. Jen. Jean. Joanna. 
Amy. Jill , and a glove. 
Lori. You will always be very special 
to me. Happy Valentine's Day! R-
Luv yo Pacelli 3rd floor T-wing end 
girls. also two on first floor and two 
in Murphy. Hugs and kisses. Happy 
Hearl's Day. Your friend, Kris 
(Chrtstopher Co_..;;o..;..k....;:ie_E..;..t..;..c~.)---­
Mom Riga - Someone in Cleveland 
loves you! - Frankie 
Lobello and Case. Roses ace red. 
Violets are blue. This Valentine goes 
out to our favorite two. Love ya bun-
ches. eh 
Mike Donnelly. Out of all your room-
mates. you're the best looking. I love 
you- Miss 
Kiss Kiss. Smooch Smooch, to Paul. 
Love. The Tight-Sweatered Mystery 
Writer. 
R.W. There's a salute to you on my 
day. Happy v·s Day! When you find 
your pot of gold. I hope it's what 
you're looking for. As always, Viber 
Rockin' Mike Donnelly. Don't let the 
grey halr fool ya! 1 love you 
Passion fruit- please don't fumble me, 
stay by my side· always. Love. ABC 
To lhe few, to the elite. to the guys 
at JCU that are not A-1 Cheers. 
To the man with the best blue eyes 
on campus. Happy Valentine's Dey 
Mall! Ann N. 
Mojo · you ' re the greatest! I owe you 
lots of money!!! 
Happy Valentine's Day Bill - l love 
you. Keep smiling - Laura 
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Dea r SP. Ha ppy Valentine Da y. Love 
SP 
Peewee . Moo a nd Te wn. Ha ppy 
Va lentine's Day! Love. the Slut. 
Dia nn & Da wn. We love you. Jeff & 
Tun. 
Slats - Ha ppy Valentine's Day! Luv. 
y~ur big sis --------
Sean · Happy Valentine's Day1 Love 
ya , Joelle 
Chilly. You're just fine by me. Grog 
Bobbus. you get up. you get down. 
Keep strumming. From Cl ..:e_ve=---
NEWK -EDIT AND BAG. EDIT AND 
BAG. EDIT AND BAG. BC 
May a ll Reefe r Rats d we ll in 
everyone's hear t forever More!! ML 
Franl.. and Danny (Dolan 338) Ha ppy 
Valentino's Day! Love. Moses Malone 
Happy Valent ine's Day to a gorgeous 
lady (of wres tling,.!.).:__ ___ _ 
Eric S .. Roses are red. Violets are 
blue. We wish we could be. as huge 
as you. 
!ley Judy. I want your sex ... Love, 
The Root 
Ku rt • If you wer e any sweeter. I'd 
have a cavity! Love. Katy 
e! 
My Angel Buddies (I<elly/Kris) "You 
are so beautiful to mel' ' Happy Valen· 
tine's Dey!! Love, Sabrina Malone 
P.S ... Positions!" 
Adriene- be patient with me and I'll 
be the same ... It'll be worth it ... I 
promisa. Doug 
'Dear ColJeen. I'd be nothing without 
you. Love. joe 
Luna. I will love you forever. Dennis 
Snack Pack. Happy Valentine's Day! 
Love. Sara Malone Howley 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Strip 
Poker on Friday at 2:00. Love. Joe 
Dearest Dl. Me-oh-My. Wish you 
could type, our classifieds. Love, CEE 
ENERS 
Dearest Bertha. 1 love you! Joe. 
Dear 2-WEST. Happy V-Oay. llove all 
57 of you!!! Lover. Room 229. 
Raab. I have no friends. help. From 
That Geek in Dolan 
Mr. Steel. Went to wrestle (wimp!)? 
Happy Valentine's Day! Love. Sara. 
P.S. "Christ!" 
KOOCH. How about going out to din· 
ner?- Bum 
To Joe. r love you! Me. 
Ha ppy Valentine's Day Cellar 
OweUers! (Pacelli 38) Love Moses 
When you think of ch ic_;ken end 
pea nut butte r. think of me. M 
Danelle. 1"11 never forget Ca mp 
Hiram. Le t"s go back - just you. me. 
and that matt ress. BiB Tom 
Kristine. ES TEVI MILU. V.E. l<. 
joe. I love doing "tl" with a coun-
cilman. Please call me. 
Raymond I-::lley. Happy Valentine's 
Day. Love. Joan Rooney (Murphy 4 19) 
JC- "C" is for cool. Elut ll1en again . 
you 've got to be cool - 'causn you're 
my big sister. HEE 
Miss your roar. Sex Tiger!! Love, 
your pur ring sex kittens: Angie. Ann. 
Carole. Juli. & Lauria_. _ ___ _ 
Dear Ma rk. Wa nt to wish you a very 
ha ppy birthday. Love. Debbie. Molly. 
Elaine. Shannon. Pa tti. Linda, 
Kristen. Tanya. and all the girls 
you've loved before. 
To my Bonnie Sue. l ... ove keeps us 
together while we'rq a par t. Keep 
list'nen to th e bells! Love. Mike Peters 
Nancy A. · Happy V;9lenline·s Day 
gorgeous ! Your admirer from afar. 
Paige- Happy Va lenti.ne's Day!! ! Love 
- Paul 
Wiza rd . I'd wa lk a m111ion miles for 
one or your s miles a no even farther 
for ... 
Eileen. May there a lways be ducks in 
West Virginia. Klinger 
Joan M .. I am horny a nd I wa nt you! 
Mark 
Lisa - you and me both! Floyd 
limbo · 1 h ad fun lest weekend lets do 
it again REAL soon . Happy Va len-
tine's Da y! Dia pe rs 
Donald. Donald. sweet as a duck. 
Come into my garden ~nd I'll give you 
8 r-nower . 
ROCK: Gel moonstr uck baby. Sur-
prise abounds for those who stay up 
late. Think about it , Stay tuned. 
Yours. Chris 
Vern, you make every day a Valen-
tine's Day. Love. Gus. 
RAM: 407 and stronger than ever. I 
love you! JPS 
Dear CD: "A" is for AWESOME! and 
"B" is for Best Baby Brother 
(aw ... wasn ' t that cute?!) 
Fred. Have a Yabba-Dabba-
Valentine's Oay!! 1 Love, Berney 
Nancy. Get a real war<lrobe. Love ya. 
Raise 
Lisa C. Lot sa love to :;a!! Chi Chi 
Boots. you are one hot babe! See you 
in my dreams! Happy Valentine's 
Day. you hunk! Love. Deanna the 
Tamer 
Gary, Sorry about the pictures! Hap-
py Valentine's Day! L.uv. your little 
" Monkey Business" 
LW -Be mine! (Simple. no frills.) 
Z ·You a re a god! T11ke me! Happy 
Valentine's Day! Love. L. 
Gina -I love you. You will always be 
my Valentine. Love you - Sam. · 
Oa vid -II' s sed to belong to someone 
else when the right one comes along. 
I'm sorry. Patricia 
Chris. I am your life's ambition. Who 
am I? Find out! Frid<!y 9:15 p.m. -
Atrium Lounge. X 
Truxal! You punker! Happy Valen-
tine's Dey! Love. That Guy from 
Tri-High. 
Hey Finance Assoc! Happy Valen-
tine's Day. Love. Chr~s. 
Oh Peter. I love a m.,n in uniform! 
XXXOOO - Bambi 
Jerry- You censor my heart. Love and 
chocolate-covered kisses! · Your 
fai1hful zombie. 
Patricia - I understand! But I' ll never 
stop lovjng you. Dav~y. 
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What's the best way o get a ae or alentine's Day? 
"Steal your roomma te ' s 
date. " • 
"Stay away from the mix· " Go out with your girl· "Moonlight serenade some· " Be on your best behavior 
ers." friend." one." and wear tight pants." 
Phil Gough 
sophomor e 
Chris Ja mison Pat Wagner Su zanne Caryl Lewis Head 
sophomore senior freshman Snackbar employee 
Fun under the sun at Metroparks 
by Tony Fazzone 
Snow! Snow! Snow! It's 
everywhere! WeU here we 
a re, right smack in the middle 
of winter; shortened days. 
g r ey skies. a nd sub-zero 
temperatures. Fun. huh? 
Aside from the occasional 
ski trip or day of sledding. 
wha t else can one do out of 
door s this time of yea r? Not 
much you say? W rong! The 
Cleveland Metropa rks System 
offers a wide vari e ty of 
winter-related activities to 
suit many tastes. 
The Huntington Reservation 
boasts its own Schedule 
Planetarium. which will pre-
sent "On A Dark Winter 
Night"' at 3 p .m. on February 
14. 
The Nor th Chagrin Reserva-
tion will hold a slide presen-
tation on February 18 . at 8 
p.m. entitled , " Ohio. A Grea t 
Place to Explo r e !' ' Th is 
brea tb-taking slide show has 
been put together by the 
Metr oparks' Photography 
Club. 
On February 20. from 10 
a.m. - 3 p.m.. the Gar field 
Park Reservation will hold a 
silk-screening presentation. 
Everyone is invited and 
should bring a light-colored 
cotton T-shirt to be screened 
wit h na tu re's fa mous 
wea ther-man. the groundhog. 
For those of you preferring 
to bra ve the a r ctic weather 
conditions. cross-country ski-
ing is offered at three locn-
tions: S leepy Hollow Ski 
Cente r (B recksville Reserva-
tion). Nordic Spor ts. Inc. 
Cross-count ry Ski Cente r 
(Rocky River Reserva tion). 
and River Grove Ski Center 
(North Chagrin Reservation. 
If you're not mto s kiing. 
the re 's a lways hiking. Hiking 
trails a re a vaila ble a t a ll 
Metropa rks locations. Specia l 
hikes a re led by professiona ls. 
who know where to go a nd 
wha t to see. 
U none of these Melropnrks JCU debaters nuiitber one in state 
activities a ppea l to you. 
pioin for three consecutive years. It has a there's still the most fa mous 
$30,000 budget, and all their debaters are on Metropark of all - The Zoo. 
scholarship. While JCU's resources are small. On February 15. the Metro-
We have shown a strong ga in," said Church. parks Zoo Docent Association 
b y Jamie P. Chandler 
The John Carroll University debate team 
currently ranks number one in the state. and 
number 28 out of 300 schools in the country. 
Some of the compe titions tha t helped make will lead a tour of the zoo 
the team successfull were The West Point In- highlighting the a nima ls ' 
vitational. and a deba te workshop at Otter- winter ac tivities. Anyone 
bein College. wishing to pa rticipa te in this 
AY 
VIcky WInston , 
Spinning Your 
Favorite Hits! 
DANCE! DANCEt 
DANCE\ 
SATURDAY 
RICH RIESINC 
And His Fabulous 
n-aveling Piano Bar 
19 & 20 yr. olds 
welcome with I.D. 
DARTERS 
WELCOME! 
"I think the ra nking is very good for the 
school. " said Dr. Russell Church. director of 
debate and communications professor. "Since 
we are a small college . we do not ha ve a large 
student body to dra w upon. We also do not 
have an extensive schola rship program for 
debate. such as our regiona l competitors." 
The JCU team a lso ra nked 4th in the East 
Central Region. Number one was Southern ll-
linois, with Wheaton and Ferris Sta te taking 
2nd and 3rd. 
At the West Point competition, Chris Ra f- tour should meet in the Ex-
faele and Lynette WhHe placed firs t in the hibil Hall at the Zoogate Com-
novice division. At Otterbein, the tea m of mons entrance at 1 p.m. 
Judith Ba rgielski and Kim Peter s defea ted a r===-:--::::--=~-=-=--=~~~~~~:===~~~ 
··southern Illinois has been national cham-
team from Capital University. 
The team will attend a Debate at Capital 
University in Columbus on Feb. 19-20, and a 
National Fraternal Honorary Competition at 
Butler University on March 11-13. 
932-7550 
SHOW YOUR LOVE THIS 
VALENTINE'S DAY! 
Fresh Flowers- Plants- candies 
Pl ~-- Animar:- Balloons 
Is Your valentine out Of TOwn? 
FTD DELIVERIE::> ;:,2.00 OFF! 
,, ' 
- \ 2261 w arrensville ctr. at Silsby 
Five_minyt~ ~lk from campus 
Sunday 
& 
Monday 
50( Mug 
Night 
Bring own 
Mug 
Refills 
so~ 
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
thru 
Schnapps LADIES Sunday Night NIGHT 
75~ SPECIALS AREA'S 
ALL FOR TOP DJ's 
NIGHT THE LADIES 
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Aggarwal adds flair to Mellen Chair 
by Larry Daher 
People associa ted with 
business are often stereo-
typed as being concerned 
with onlv numbers and 
graphs. For John Carroll's 
business school this image is 
false. A dynamic and per-
sonable addition to the 
business school faculty this 
year is Professor Raj 
Aggarwal. 
Aggarwal is originally from 
India and has lived there half 
of his life. The other half has 
been spent attending school 
and teaching in the United 
States. He received his under-
graduate degree in Mechani-
cal Engineering from the In-
dian Institute of Technology. 
He later received both his 
master's and doctoral 
degrees in finance from Kent 
State University. 
Aggarwal's past teaching 
and advising positions are 
numerous and distinguished. 
He has taught at the univer-
sities of Toledo. Hawaii. 
Michigan. a nd South Caro-
lina. He has also been a con-
sultant to major banks and 
"Fortune 100" companies. 
Aggarwal is chairholder in 
finance of the Edward f. and 
Louise E. Mellen Fund. J lo has 
already made an jmpact bv 
bringing in Stanley C. Gault. 
Chairman of Rubbermaid Inc. 
board of executives. who 
spoke at Carroll on Dec. 8. 
"The people here are so 
friendly and courteous, plus 
the campus is beautiful." said 
Aggarwal. "I also believe the 
faculty 1s excellent. My col-
leagues are friendly and they 
also possess the cha rac-
teristics of having high stan-
dards both morally and ethic-
ally. 
''The students at John Car-
roll should feel it is a privilege 
to receive such a fine educa-
tion. John Carroll offers a per-
sonalized education which is 
next to impossible to receive 
at any state school. John Car-
Dr. Raj Aggarwal 
roll definitely provides a first-
rate education," Aggarwal 
said. 
Even with his involvement 
in the Mellen series, Aggar-
wal has many other outside 
projects. Currently. he is 
working on three books deal-
ing with today's business 
world. He has authored nine 
other books. 
Aggarwal currently resides 
in Chesterland with his wife 
and three-year-old daughter. 
Survey reveals students' stance on issues 
by J. Andrew Root will vote for a Democrat. percent of the men - a this is not the job of the 
In a 41 .quesllon survey con- The poll, a random negligible difference. Similar- government. a conservative dueled by several political telephone survey of 306 com- ly, a majority of both men and view, compared to 50 percent 
science stud'ents"'\\ndel' the pus students. was conducted women take a pro-life position of the men. 
last semes ter and covered a on abortion- 65 percent of These gende r gap dif-
supei'VISion of Visiting the men and 60 percent of the ferences are consistent wilh 
Associate Professor Dr. Louis wide variety of issues. women. 
Bolce. it was foWld that 75 Overall, men and women tend Women take a liberal view Bolce's findings in his article 
to agree On ge de ·ss es d published in Presidential percent or the campus n r 1 u an on the death penalty. Sixty 
students have made up their disagree on issues dealing percent of the women oppose Studies Quarterly. 
minds on what party to vote with compassion and the use the death penalty, compared fBolce foun
1
d in his anadlysis 
for in the 1988 presidential of force. to 34 percent of the men. As 0 nations survey ata, 
elections. Fifty percent will Sixty-nine percent of the f 'd d significant gender gap dif-or a government provi e ferences on issues of force 
vote Republican regardless of women favor an equal rights minimum standard of living, and compassion. He also 
who runs. while 25 percent amendment, compared to 65 37 percent of the women think found that these differences 
----,-,-J-h_e _____ rr=====:::::::::::::::::.=::::============il became trivial when related 
to the actual vote decisions. 
Dr. Patrick Eagan. chair-NeW man of the political science 
department, said that "hands-Pragmatism" STACEY'S JCU TANNING PACKAGE on poutical science is one of 
Student Ha.lrCUt 525 &or 6 tanS the best ways to learn. With A lecture by I 1 a survey such as this. 
Richard Cobb-Stevens ONLY $10/ <one free!> students are no longer 
Wednesday, Shampoo Included 371-9585 students, but apprentices." 
February 17th ·ty Eagan also attributes the 
3:30 Murphy Room 2263 Warrensville Ctr. Rd. Universt Hts. agreement among men and WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF JCUI women on abortion to the high 
All are weiCOJTl(' to attend percentage of Catholics on 
Reception to follow campus. 
MISSING 
Two Cashmere Coats 
From the Jardine Room on 
February 4 (Career Night). 
One navy blue, size 38 reg. 
wjkeys in pocket. one black. 
FOUND 
One 
Black Cashmere Coat 
Initials F.G.D. 
Khayan Brand. 
100% Cashmere 
l'lt>c~w noltfy thl' Placl'TTI<'nt Ofhct> 
If vou howe &Oll information '" 
397-4431 
ATTENTION International dinner 
Freshmen • Sophomores • Juniors • Seniors 
Meet Many JCU Alumni 
Have a Fun Weekend 
HOW- YOU ASK? 
at the John Carroll University 
Alumni Reunion Weekend 
June 9 - 12, 1988 
Work as a bartender, counselor or clerk 
Applications are now being accepted at the Alumni Office 
Recplex. just above the Bookstore. Any questlns ca11397-4322. 
Applications due March 4. 1988 
to be held soon 
The annual International 
Dinner. sponsored by the In-
terns tiona! Students Associ-
ation, will be held Saturday, 
February 13 in the Murphy 
Rm. at 5:30 p.m. 
The cost is $4 for students 
and $8 for non-students to 
cover the cost or the food. 
Entertainment will be pro-
vided. 
Tickets are being sold at the 
Inn-Between during lunch and 
dinner hours throughout this 
week. 
Today 
Lambda Chi Rho Big 
Sis/Little Sis night · 
Murphy Room -
9:30-11 p.rn. 
Univorsill( Coun-
seling Services 
sponsors "Stress: 
Coping in College" 
Seminar Room B 
(Recplox) 3:15-4: 15 
p.m. 
Auditions for the 
One-Act Ploy Festi-
val ·sign-up outside 
Dr. Kennedy's office 
in the CO dept. 
Friday 
SU movie. "Out of 
Afr1ca" Kulas - 8 
p.m. 
Murphy Hall Valen-
tine Swilch dance. 
Satw•day 
lnlernalional Din-
ner sponsored by 
the International 
Students Associa-
tion Murphy Room-
5-8:30 p.m. 
Sunday 
Happy Valentine's 
Day! 
SU movie. "Out of 
Africa ·• I< ulas • 8 
p.m. 
Resident Assistant 
training session Jar-
dine Room - 8-11 
p.m. 
Monday 
Summer Research 
Fellowship appli-
cations due in 
Graduate school 
office. 
Primary elections 
begin for SU exe-
cutive offices. 
Tuesday 
SU meetng Jardine 
Room - 5: 15 p.m. 
Primary elections 
for SU executive 
offices. 
Amnesty Interna-
tional meeting, AD 
235, 8 p.m. 
Wednesday 
Marketing Asso-
ciation Notworking 
Night Murphy Room 
-8 p.m. 
Alternative 
night in the 
sponsored by the 
Dean of Students of-
fice 8 p.m.-midnight. 
Ash Wednesday. 
Philosophy lecture 
by Richard Cobb-
Stevens, ~urphy 
Room, 3:80 p.m. 
TAINMENT Page 9 
concert review 
Jezebelrocks 
Twin brothers Michael and Jay Aston of Gene Loves Jezebel. 
Entertainment around Cleveland 
• COYOTE UGLY. a humorous yet stark 
study of suppression, connection and sur-
vival involving a family living in the Arizona 
desert. Performances begin tomorrow and 
run thru February 28th at the Cleveland 
Public Theatre. Tickets are $3.50, curtain 
is at 8 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays. 
• TIMOTHY LEARY, psychedelic prophet 
and 1960's visionary. brings his standup 
conversation to Peabody's Down Under in 
the fla ts for one special evening of 
enlightenment tonight. Tickets are $12, and 
conversation begins at 8 p.m. 
• KIDS IN THE DARK has extended its 
run at the Cleveland Play House to include 
performances tonight at 8 p.m .. tomorrow 
and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. and Sunday at 
- CINEMA 
2:30 p.m. Tickets are $5. 
• EUCLID TAVERN is the host to the Mr. 
Stress Blues Band every Saturday night. 
Cover charge is $3. The Tavern is located 
at 11629 Euclid Avenue in University Cir-
cle, and is open to the 19-and-over crowd. 
• TURKEY RIDGE TAVERN. located at 
1852 Coventry Rd. will rock-n-roU tomorrow 
with lhe French Lenards and Saturday with 
Rebels Without Applause. There's no cover, 
also for those over 19. 
• PEABODY'S CAFE. on the corner of 
Cedar and Taylor Roads, is offering the big 
brass sounds of Jimmy and the Tuxedos 
tomorrow and reggae with 1-T AL Saturday. 
There's no cover before 9 p.m. 
THE ONE AND ONLY .. 
~ 
:- .., PRECISION 
Cedar-Lee shows poignant ~equel LI'S o::,. 
In this era of countless and poin tless movies sequels one 
film manages to be as passionate and intense as its forerun-
ner. The continuation of Jean de Florette. Manon of the Spring, 
captivates the audience with its poignant story of deceit. love, 
and revenge. 
RQftUR 
.._ FOR THE BEST IN: 
·,; IIMtCtiTT'M • IIMI._, 
.,_.~ 
WALK llf OR CALL 
'Park & Enter" Between 
May co. & Hlgbees 
T MNDAU. f'ARK MAU. 
by Michael Peters 
. Close to 1.000 fans cramm-
ed into the Phantasy Theater 
Sunday evening to witness a 
show that was short. sweet. 
and to the poin I. 
Gene Loves Jezebol took the 
stage just after 10 o'clock and 
rocked for a solid hour. 
Their show was a romp 
through their history as a 
band, and included selections 
rrom the new album The 
House of Dolls. as well us 
older albums Discover. and 
Immigrant. 
Twin brothers Michael and 
jay Aston graced tho stage 
wearing their usual silk pa-
jama garb. and launched into 
''Gorgeous," "The Sweetest 
Thing," and "Bug's Bruises." 
The Astons wore exciting to 
watch as they slithered 
across the stage, combining 
karate chops and kicks with 
graceful ballet moves. 
The band as a whole has im-
proved since their last show 
here in August at the Nautica. 
James Stephenson's guitar 
work is cleaner. and helps to 
bring that distinct soWld out 
from the sometimes over-
powering drums. 
The Astons' voices ha ve 
also improved a great deat 
They have replaced their 
CRUISE SHIPS 
NOW HIRINC M/ F 
summer &career opportunities 
!Will Train>. Excellent pay plus 
world travel. Hawaii, sanamas, 
car ibbean. etc. CALL NOW: 
20&-736-0775 Ext.. 2875 
Summer Sublets 
Wanted: 
Law firm seeking furnish-
ed apartments for sum· 
mer associates to sublet. 
Please contact: 
Laurel Portman 
586·7293 
The French film stars Emmanuelle Beart and Daniel Auteu 
in a movie which is excellent in a ll respects. The story itself, 
the direction, the photography, and most notably, the acting 
has earned Manon of the Spring considerable mention as one 
of the past year's top movies and without doubt one of the best 
sequels in years. 
STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL 
Also showing is Hope and Glory from England, the Golden 
Globe Award winner for best picture this year. It is a unique 
story of a child's view of the war in 1940's England. Director 
John Boorman re-creates his memories about growing up dur-
ing the way complete with a touch of humor and warmth. 
If the attractions a t the Cedar-Lee aren't enough for you. 
the Case Western Reserve University Film Society has another 
outstanding lineup of movies. Several 1987 releases are 
scheduled to be shown this spring at CWRU. Among this 
month's films are Wish You Were Here from Great Britain, 
Hollywood Shuffle starring director Robert Townsend. and The 
Witches of Eastwick. 
Other movies you shouldn' t miss a re River's Edge with 
Dennis Hopper. Stanley Kubrick's Full Metal Jacket, and My 
Life as a Dog. Even Fatal Attraction. La Bomba, and Three Men 
and a Baby will appear a t the University Circle revival house. 
- BUCKY FELLIN! 
FOR FREE BROCHURE • CROUP RATES AVAILABLE 
SKYDIVINC 
CLEVELAND SPORT PARACHUTING SCHOOL • 216/ 548-4511 
15199 Creve Rd .. Garrettsville Ohio 44231 
BEADS 
BEADS 
BEADS 
Buy 1 or a handful ... 
Largest selection in town! 
Unique Beaded Jewelry 
BEADS '-..) The Bead Gallery 
'- 2026 Murray Hill Rd. 
. ~co# Suite #3, Murray Hill 
'\.~C1jo ~\)) · Galleries Building 
~\.~ 721-1616 
high-pitched squeaks with 
soulful harmonies. especially 
noticeable on "Stephen" and 
"Every Door." 
The highlight came during 
their last few songs. "Cow." 
"Heartache," and "The Mo-
tion of Love.·' By this time the 
band was relaxed. and let it 
all hang out. 
For their encore the 
Jozebels did ''Desire" from 
the Discover LP. Most fans 
stayed Mound hoping for 
more. but unfortunately it 
was not to be - Michael 
Aston was sick with a sore 
throat. 
Flesh for Lulu opened the 
show with a brief six-song set 
that was extremely satisfying. 
They relied mostlv on 
material from their miw LP 
Long Live the New Flesh. Lulu 
played ttl the Phantasy in ear-
ly 1967, And it was obvious 
that a year can make a 
difference. 
SPECIAL 
$6.95 1 
For a large 16" cheese I 
pizza with one topping 1 
of your choice. 1 
No coupon necessary, I 
JUST ASK! I 
Additional t oppings are I 
only 99c each! 1 
Expires: March 6, 1988 I 
·--------------' $2.000FF 
Any 16" pizza with two 
toppings or more. 
381-5555 
1982 warrensville Ctr. 
Expires: March 6, 1988 
One coupon per P•tza. 
Our dravers carry less than $20.00 
llmlted dehvery area 
am. :Te !5I . tt FAD. 
L$1:ooOFF-
Any 16" pizza with two 
toppings or more. 
381-5555 
1982 warrensville Ctr. 
Expires: March 6, 1988 
One coupon per ptzza 
Our drrvers carry less than $20 00 
lim•ted delrvery area 
Ill. =r·· DBJYERS"' : FRD. 
L-------------~ 
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"Bobby Sox Stop" by Sarab Brayer 
Record review 
'Wine, Women and Song' 
Art show opens at Grasselli Gallery 
by Daryl R. Klube 
A special Valentine's Day art ex-
hibit titled Wine. Women and Song 
assembled by the Milze Verne Collec-
tion will open at the Grasselli Library 
Gallery on Saturday. The opening day 
festivities include a reception from 7 
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. which will feature 
world-famous lutenist Deborah 
Minkin. 
The show has been arranged by 
Mitze Verne and her son Michael, and 
will feature the works of various con-
temporary Japanese women artists. 
The Varnes will be showing the 
latest prints of Mayumi Oda, the 
works of Reika Iwami, and the Lotus 
and Iris paintings of Yui Lai Yin. Also 
on exhibit is the Oriental-inspired 
"Necklace Forms and Fantasies" by 
Simon Samuels. who will be present 
at the opening reception. 
The lithographs of Sarah Brayer, 
an American artist who lived in 
Kyoto, Japan £01' the last seven years, 
will also be displayed. The Varnes will 
also introduce the works of ''Kasumi." 
or Deborah Minkin. Those who attend 
the opening reception will be able to 
bear her lute recital as well as enjoy 
her paintings. 
The gallery is open from 11 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Monday thru Saturday. and is 
located on the main floor of the 
Grasselli Library. 
'They Might Be Giants' bitterly mocks modem w-orld 
by Bernard Chapin 
The 1987 release They 
Might Be Giants by the band 
of the same name is just as 
ambiguous as its title sounds. 
The album's music could be 
passed off as the soundtrack 
for a Wednesday Afternoon 
Kid's Special. yet the lyrics 
present a different meaning 
entirely. 
The album is sardonic in 
every possible way. and the 
haphazard configuration of 
the music and choruses 
directly indicates this. It 
would be difficult to find 
another a lbum released this 
decade that has as many dif-
ferent varieties of music. 
It's polka, mixed with 
"If s pollca, mixed with 
pseudo-punk, poured 
over Conway Twitty and 
given a sixties jangle." 
pseudo-punk, poured over 
Conway Twitty and given a 
sixties jangle. This certainly 
is confusing, but a sense of 
awe goes a long with it. 
The titles of the songs will 
give an indication of the 
universality of the sound. 
"Youth Culture Killed My 
Dog" with its James Bond 
backgroud accompanying 
the happy singing is an 
outstanding example. 
After one listening, one can 
begin to perceive that the 
band's effor t is not amalga-
ICLASSifiED£>1 \CLA~Iflt:D£> 1 
HA WfHORNE VAl.I..EY COUNTRY 
CLUB IS UNDER NEW MANAGE-
MENT IC you are conscientious. 
dependable, neat, courteous. and en-
joy working with people In prestigious 
surroundings, come loin our team. 
We offer higher hourly rates, nexi-
ble working hours. meals. uniforms 
furnished for most departments. 
bonus and incentive programs. We 
open in March part lime. and become 
fully operational In April. We 
presently have openings In the follow-
ing areas: full- time reception-
Ist, banquet se rvers. bus help, a Ia 
ca rte servers. locker room. park· 
ing lot. housekeeping. ln April we will 
recruit for pool and snack shop per-
sonnel Apply NOW. secure your 
position with the club that's on the 
move forward. Call Margie a t 
232-1400, Monday-Friday. 10 A.M.-
3P.M. 
Has a friend or family member's 
drinking affected you? AL-ANONI 
ACA is on campus. Contact Campus 
Ministry (397-4717) or University 
Counseling services (397 -4341) for 
more information. 
HOT TUB FANTASY! Relax. reduce 
stress. and have a great tame in one 
or our uniquely decorated PRIVATE 
SPA lOOMS! Our hot tub water is 
cheiDJcaUy controUed - safer than a 
swimming pool. Hot tub rooms for 2. 
4. or 6; each witb individual music 
controls and shower recihties. Tan-
ning beds also available. Open Noon 
- 11 p.m. Noon- 1 a.m. Frl./Sat. Rates 
by the bour. Reservations suggested. 
MENTION nus AD AND GET 10°/o 
OFF! Alpha Tub and Tan. 30625 
EucUd Ave. Just 15 minutes from JCU. 
585-5420. 
ED1'11NG AND WORD PROCESSING 
SERVICES. Academic manuscripts -
research papers. theses. dissertA-
tions, facu lty papers. resume deve-
lopment. Accuracy guaranteed. 
EDITORIAL HELP. Reasonable rates. 
Judy Nismon. 382-7070. 
----Attention Professors! Exclusive up-
per suite Cor rent. Electric kitchen, 
central air, private entrance. upper 
Door. faci08 campus. No pets or 
children. $750. 321-4070. 
Private Gerege for rent. Faces cAm-
pus. Available all year! 321-4070. 
SPRING BREAK 1988: South Padre 
OR Daytona Deluxe Condos or Hotel 
ACCOMOOATION Starli08 at Low 
$149.00 Per Person ror 7 Nights. 
CALL 1-800-222-4139. Transpor-
tation Available. 
----~----------TYPISTS- Hundreds weekly at home! 
Wnte: P.O. Box 17, Clark. NJ 07066. 
SPRING BREAK!!! Aruba. Bahamas, 
Canoun, Colorado. Hawaii. Mex· 
ico ... and MORE! Best Prices from 
$289. Islands International. CALL 
NOW 356-1121. 
Homeworkers wanted! TOP PAY! C.l. 
121 24th Ave., N.W. Suite 222. Nor-
man. OK 73069. 
mated nonsense. It is a very 
satirical response to what bas 
happened to music. The lyrics 
are reminiscent of Dylan, and 
if he were 20 years old today, 
it is possible that his lyrics 
would resemble these. 
It is hard to nail down ex-
actly what the satire is sup-
posed to lead to. They seem to 
be laughing a t everyone. 
There a re even hints that our 
beloved president could be a 
target: 
I went to the President and 
I asked old what's his name/ 
Have they ever gotten 
writer's block or something 
lik,e the same/ He just started 
talking like he was on T.V. If 
there's just two songs in you 
boy what do you wont from 
?" me. 
The satire (even if it can't 
be completely understood) is 
fresh and that gives the 
album its very rare quality. 
The lyrics could make even 
the most serious listener 
snicker, and I found myself 
laughing aloud. 
The album is college-
oriented, and a couple of lines 
" This is not a rebellious 
album, but it is an 
album that has true 
wit." 
from "Alienation's for the 
Rich" a rgue the point for 
themselves: 
I oin 't feeling happy about 
the state of things in my life/ 
but I'm working to make it bet-
ter with a six of Miller High 
Life. 
What could apply more? 
This is not a rebellious album. 
but it is an album that has 
true wit. The band laughs at 
themselves while they laugh 
at the world. 
If there is a message behind 
this album it could be anti-
punk. The titles of some of the 
songs sound suspiciously like 
punk songs: "Rabid Child". 
"Toddler Hiway", a nd 
"Rythm Section Want Ad. •· 
The lead singers voice at 
times even mimics hardcore. 
All facets of moder n music 
are giv·en treatment by They 
Might Be Giants, but punk 
seems to be the main receiver. 
They Might Be Giants is an 
impressive, litera te band. 
Their sense of perception is 
nearly astonishing, and the 
lyrics can s tand by them-
selves. This album is strongly 
reconunended,eventoTipper 
Gore. It's not U2, but the 
listener might actually gain 
some insight from these young 
satirists. Someday they will 
be giants. 
397-4438 WUJC SPRING 1988 PROGRAM SCHEDULE. 88.7 FM 
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Grapplers take two of three at Trenton 
by Chris Wenzler, 
Sports Editor 
qne it wanted to win most was 
the one i1 lost. 
The John Carroll wrestling 
team won two of its three dual 
meets last Sunday. but the 
The Streaks topped Oswego 
State (N.Y.) by a 20-19 count 
and Keen (N.J.) by a score of 
Track season begins 
on the inside lanes 
by Chris Wenzler, 
Spor ts Editor 
Despite the winter chill, the track season is warming up 
-indoors. 
The John Carroll track team has spent the past two 
weekends getting back into action by competing in some in-
door meets around the a rea. 
On January 29, the learn competed in the Baldwin-Wallace 
College track meet. Although the results were not favorable 
for the team, there were some individual highlights. 
On the men's side, Don Stupica set a school record in the 
55-meter high hurdles with a time of 7.8 seconds. Mark Waner 
also set a school record in the 3000-meler run with a time of 
9:34.74. 
Heather Peltier took a fourth in the 3000-meter run and 
a fifth in the BOO-meter in the women's competition, while 
Mary Pusateri took fifth in the 1000-meter run. 
"We ran against schools that have been going since the 
first of January." said bead coach Don Stupica, "And many 
of those schools have indoor track facilities. I'm not saying 
that we would have come in first. but, with more time, we could 
have finished a round seventh or eighth (of ten)." 
Last weekend. Lhe team competed in the Slippery Rock 
Open. There were several good teams in .cpmpetitio.n. but JCU 
did itself proud 
Peltier again distinguished herself by taking second in the 
open mile and first in the 1000-yard run. Pusateri also added 
to her achievements by winning the open two-mile. 
Chris DeGasparis paced the men with team bests in the 
60-yard dash and the 300-yard run. Stupica also fared well 
again, running the 60-yard hurdles in 7.75 seconds. 
"As for winning performances, we didn't do as well this 
time around," said Stupica. "1 still want to do well, but the 
true purpose of lhe indoor season is for learning, which is ex-
actly what we are doing." 
Stu pica emphasized the word "learning," partJy due to the 
fact that this team leans towards the young sid,e. 
"No doubt about it. we're young." said Stupica. ··we only 
have two seniors involved with the team this year. We have 
a strong group of juniors and sophomores. and we have a 
beallhy bunch of freshman distance runners. so we can only 
improve. 
SPORTS 
CALENDAR 
for the week of 
Feb.ll•11 
Feb. 12 - HockeY vs. Denison 1'aA 
'1\'ack @ Baldwin.Wall~c$ 6 p.m. 
F-eb. 13 - Wrestling host PAC Cllampionsbips 12 hoon 
Men's swimming vs. Grove City1. p,.m. 
.Hookey \IS. Denison TBA 
Women's bSsketball .@ Washiygton & 
Jeffersro 1-p.m. , 
Men'$ ~ketball @Was~ & Jefferson 
J,p.m. 
Feb. 15- Women's bas.ketooll ~~Mercy)l'urst ()p.w . 
.. 
24-14, but feU to the second-
ran1ced team in Division m. 
Trenton State. 28-17. 
"We didn't wrestle excep-
tionally well, ·• said head 
coach Kerry Volkmann. "We 
kind of lost our intensity after 
the Trenton match (their first 
match)." 
The Trenton match was 
closer than it seemed in the 
final score. At one point, the 
score was 18-17 in favor of 
Trenton, but the Streaks-were 
unable to win another match. 
Mike Collies and Joe 
Schmidt once again had great 
days on the mat. Both 
wrestlers won all three mat-
ches, with Schmidt earning 
two pins, while Collica had 
one. Mike Mulhall and Carl 
DiBernardo a lso turned in 
good performances. each 
with records of 2-0-1 for the 
day. 
"Where we have ex-
perience, we have done well," 
said Volkmann. "But the 
other guys have done well. 
Timmy Connor came from 
behind to win in two of his 
matches. Patience is the key 
to our season. We've wor ked 
hard to improve, and I think 
it'll pay off where it counts. in 
the regionals and the na-
tionals.' ' 
This weekend, however, is 
the PAC championships. In 
past years. as Volkmann ad-
mitted, there wasn't much 
cause for concern. This year, 
it is another story. 
"Thiel is a very experienc-
ed team."' said Volkmann. 
' 'We're caught in a situation 
where we have a lot of young 
guys while they have a lot of 
horses, four-year guys who 
would like to beat us once. It's 
going to be a challenge, but 
our guys know what is on the 
line. If we wresUe the way we 
are capable of wrestling, we 
should be able to do well. It's 
not going to be like what it 
was in the past. ll should be 
a good tournament." 
Volkmann plans on using a 
slightly altered line-up in the 
PAC's. He hopes to move Mike 
Collies from the 150-pound 
class to the 142 class. Tim 
Connor from 158 to 150, and 
insert Tom DiCarlo at 158. 
Also, Volkmann hopes to have 
Roger Rabold wrestlilng at 
118 by Saturday. 
" It would be good to have 
Roger in the line-up,'' said 
Volkmann. " It always helps to 
have one more experienced 
guys in there.·· 
The PAC's will begin at 
noon Saturday at Carroll 
Gym. 
Lady Streaks ''D'' the difference 
in victory over Carnegie-Mellon 
by Chris Wenzler 
and Joe Hynes 
1 
The John Carroll women's 
basketba ll team knows the 
secret of bow to keep head 
coach Joe Spicuzza happy. 
The better they play, lhe hap-
pier he is the next day. 
If the smile on his face is 
any indication, JCU must have 
played outstandingly in its 
72-58 victory over the Carne-
gie-Mellon Lady Tartans 
Tuesday night in Pittsburgh. 
"It was a good team effort. 
especially on defense." said 
Spicuzza. "Our defense open-
ed up a lot of door for us of-
fensively. During the game. 
you never know how you ·u 
play offense. but there is no 
excuse for poor defense. We 
just executed well on both 
sides of the ball. .. 
Audrey Warnock played an 
aggressive game on defense. 
holding the Lady Tartan's 
leading scorer to just six 
points. Michaela Kempton 
bad another great game. with 
33 points and 22 rebounds to 
her credit. 
'·All the starters had good 
games." said Spicuzza. "Katie 
Porter ran lhe offense 
beautifully. Mary UnH and 
Michelle Bozza also played 
well both ways. and Julie 
Cairelli played well off the 
bench.'' 
Spicuzza noted that the dif-
ference between this game 
and the last few was the pa-
lienee that the players used 
on offense. 
"They played much better 
the other night because they 
dido' t force anything," said 
Spicuzza. "They took less 
shots. and their percentage 
was higher. They were suc-
cessful because they were 
more selective and patient 
with the ball." 
Senior point guard Ka lie 
Porter agreed wilh hor coach. 
"We had been rushing and 
forcins our ebots. " said 
Porter. " This time, we set up, 
and looked for shots we knew 
were ours. They scored some 
quick baskets, but we stuck to 
our game plan. and we shot 
well." 
The Lady Streaks wiJI nexl 
play a road game against 
Washington and Jefferson 
Saturday afternoon. 
rcu•s Audrey Warnock looks to pass, while Katie Porter 
watches. - photo by Mark Ziemba 
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Cagers driving towards tournament bid 
by Chris Wenzler, 
Sports Editor 
As this basketball season 
counts down to the end. the 
wins keep adding up to a 
possible conference title for 
the John Carroll men's basket-
ball team. The Blue Streaks 
blew open a close game at the 
beginning of the second half 
to whip Bethany, 79-57. 
Sunday. 
The Blue Streaks led by only 
seven points at the half, but 
the trio of Craig Huffman. Jim 
Berger. and Andy Juhola 
poured in the points to put the 
Bisons away. 
··we still have had only 
one game in which aU five 
guys had good games." said 
head coach Tim Baa b. "but if 
we're still playing well 
enough to win, then it can't be 
all bad." 
With five games left. all 
against conference oppo-
nents. the Streaks are begin-
ning to make the drive 
towards a possible NCAA 
tournament bid. 
"There's no question that 
we'll have to win 20 games to 
have a chance to receive a 
bid," said Baab. "If we don't 
win 20 games. then we don't 
deserve to gel one.·' 
Baab does not perceive that 
happening, though. 
"These guys go into games 
thinking that they are going to 
win." said Baab. ''I'm not say-
ing that it will always happen 
that way. but they go into it 
thinking it will. It's a good 
feeling to have as a coach." 
The only knock that }CU 
gets is about the lack of com-
petition within the PAC. Baab 
scoffs at such talk. 
''Look at Arizona. Everyone 
thinks that Arizona plays a 
weak conference schedule in 
the PAC-10. They were rank-
ed number one. but a team in 
their own conference beat 
them (Stanford). And this was 
the same team that boat 
Michigan and Syracuse. 
"I don't think that the PAC 
is weak. All the games are 
tough, especially the road 
games. We're the top team, so 
everyone will be shooting for 
us. which makes things even 
tougher." 
With games against 
Carnegie-Mellon (last night) 
and Washington and Jeffer-
son (Saturday) on the road, 
the Streaks wilJ definilely be 
tested. Baab just hopes that 
his team won't take the games 
too lightly. 
"The toughest part of win-
ning those last five games will 
be getting the team up." said 
Baab. "These guys have 
already gone through one 
round in the conference 
undefeated. They know 
they're better than everyone 
else, so I hope they're ready 
to play." 
enzler's Wavelength 
There were moments of 
anxiety as I thought of attend-
ing John Carroll University. 
The other three places I had 
applied to all had college 
basketball programs that 
were big time. I worried that 
sports would not be that im-
portant here. 
Well. I found out that they 
are important to the athletes. 
The fans are another story. 
This year. the wrestling 
team was ranked third in a 
preseason NCAA Division ill 
poll. Yet. neither the NCIT. 
featuring Notre Dame and 
Villanova. nor the Ohio Col-
legiates. featuring archrival 
Cleveland State. could draw a 
full house. 
The women's basketball 
team has a record of 15-4, one 
of its best records in history, 
yet student support is almost 
... well. it is embarrassing. 
Only 227 faithful fans braved 
the heater-controlled tem-
perature of the Carroll Gym 
February 3 to watch John 
Carrol edge Hiram 54-52, and 
that was the season high for 
attendance. 
The men's basketball team 
is on the verge of greatness. 
Coach Tim Baab calls this 
year's team "the best in John 
Carroll his tory," and its 
record backs him up. The 
Streaks now stand at 16-3. 
are undefeated in the con-
ference. and should be na-
tionally ranked soon. Strange-
ly enough, the home atten-
dance has cracked the thou-
sand mark just onC'e (against 
Washington and Jefferson, 
January 23). Other than that. 
average attendance hovers 
around the 250 mark. 
Tim Baab remains puzzled 
about this poor attendance. "I 
could understand if we were 
bad. but we're 16 and three. I 
just can't understand why the 
fans aren't coming out.·· 
I don't understand either. 
The wrestling meets that 
have been hosted here had 
some incredible moments (Joe 
Schmidt's championship win 
at the NCIT). The women's 
basketball games have been 
welJ-played (some scores 
were 6&-61, 68-63, and 54-52). 
The men's basketball has 
played some exciting ball 
(Huffman's 40 point per-
formance against W&J, the 
near upset at Division I 
Detroit) . 
What is the excuse? John 
Carroll doesn't hove the prob-
lem of some schools like Du-
quesne who play in the spa-
cious city-owned arenas that 
the professional teams use. 
They also don't have the prob-
lem of having the gymnasium 
located off the main campus 
like Dayton has. 
Carroll Gym is not a 
monster in terms of size. It 
could be easily filled. The 
total capacity is 2,448. That 
number is less than the total 
enrollment of this school by 
more than a thousand. It is 
time we take pride in our 
athletic teams. Often I have 
envied my friends at places 
like Notre Dame, Penn State. 
and Arizona. They get to get 
crazy at their games because __ ,.,....,.,._.,...,_ 
team pride runs high. Instead 
of envying. hopefully. we 
could start being envied. 
This weekend. John Carroll 
goes for PAC wrestling title 
number 22. In a row. Con-
secutive. Start now. It would 
be a good time to support your 
fellow students. They would 
support you. 
Freshman Sean O'Toole assures himself of a place in the box 
~core during the waning moments of the Streaks' win over 
Bethany on Sunday. Teammate Greg Eichenberg looks on. 
- photo by Murk Ziemba 
Ourfhree-year and 
two-yearschohlrships wotit 
make coDege easier. 
Just easier to pay for. 
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you 
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships 
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational 
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000 
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
For 1.1ore informa tj on, contac L the 
tfilitary Science Department at 
397-4421 or stop by the office 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAIN INC CORPS 
